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Abstract. Museums are now digitally enhanced based on smart information services that assist
visitors and personnel. Cultural and historical heritage (CHH) is perceived in a personalized and
cognitive way. New knowledge is created using active participation of the users themselves. In
this paper, we overview the smart museum concept developed at Petrozavodsk State University
(PetrSU). We consider possible information services for effective CHH preservation and trans-
mission within a digitally enhanced museum. The studied services can be further extended to
assist in the museum research activity by discovering information for applying human expertise
and for reasoning new knowledge. The basic information representation model is a semantic net-
work, which reduces data mining to ranking in a linked structure. As a case study the services for
the History Museum of PetrSU are elaborated and discussed.
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1 Introduction

Our society has entered into the digital era, and the term “smart” becomes widespread in
relation to modern technologies (Augusto et al., 2013). We limit our scope with smart
information and communication technology (ICT), which has multi-disciplinary char-
acter, and its “smart” aspects are now emerging in many domains, including social
and cultural ones (Korzun, 2016b). Cultural and historical heritage (CHH) is a domain
where new ICT and digital services have a special impact on people approach to preser-
vation, transmission, and research (Chianese et al., 2015), (Kalus, 2007). CHH entities
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can be considered in terms of various properties; to name some examples: works of
fine and applied arts or folk crafts, archaeological, architectural, ethnographic or his-
torical sites and complexes, samples of park art and landscape architecture, industrial,
documental or audio-visual heritage, spoken tradition and language or literary values,
customs, rituals, celebrations and beliefs, music, songs and dances, culinary and ethno-
logical traditions, folk games and sports.

The presented work extends our conference publication (Korzun et al., 2018) on the
smart museum concept. We continue our research in the smart museum development. In
particular, the semantic-driven design of service-oriented information systems (for var-
ious problem domains) was initially proposed in (Korzun, 2014), (Korzun, 2016b) and
further extended in (Korzun, 2016a). The semantic infrastructure solutions for making
CHH knowledge usable and creatable by museum visitors and professionals were dis-
cussed in (Korzun et al., 2017). Prototype development and its initial experiments were
presented in (Marchenkov et al., 2017)

We consider smart museum information services that can be developed based on a
semantic network interlinking the museum CHH collection, including knowledge ac-
quired from visitors and museum personnel. The semantic network enhances the exist-
ing collection operating with digital representations of exhibits, descriptions of CHH-
valued objects and facts as well as with any available fragments of CHH knowledge.
This network is subject to data mining needed for selection of appropriate information
as a result provided by services. Our case study is the History Museum of Petrozavodsk
State University (PetrSU) in respect to everyday life history; the museum provides the
pilot testbed to analyze the information services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the recent progress
in smart museum development. Section 3 introduces our smart museum concept, which
is essentially based on information services. Section 4 describes mathematical methods
that our approach applies in services development. Section 5 discusses particular smart
museum information services using the case study of the History Museum of PetrSU.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Development Problem

2.1 Basic Museum Activity

Museum activity has many various goals and implementation forms. Our previous
work (Korzun et al., 2018) showed that the whole spectrum of museum applicability
needs in CHH domain can be considered from the following three points.

Preservation (and knowledge promotion) The museum digitally preserves in-
formation about the collected CHH entities, in addition to physical preserva-
tion (Simou et al., 2017). The linked-oriented forms of CHH information preser-
vation showed their effectiveness in museums, e.g., see (Ruotsalo et al., 2013),
(Mouromtsev et al., 2015). The collected information and its stored interlinked knowl-
edge is subject to promotion when various audiences are advertized and involved to
CHH knowledge consumption and use.
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Modern history is a special interest example. A museum visitor can be a partici-
pant of the event presented in the exhibition. People’s living memory is sometimes the
only or at least the most accessible source of information about the events of unofficial
history (family holidays and traditions, everyday household practices, ordinary citizen
opinion to the events of “great history”, etc.).

Transmission (and knowledge mastering) A museum environment provides an op-
erational space for education activity (Amato et al., 2017). In addition to self-education
when a person (or group) individually makes CHH studies, enhanced education activ-
ity is possible, which includes thematic training or even pedagogical interaction. This
activity needs context-aware information search for effective knowledge consumption
and use. In particular, CHH information is visualized on nearby screens, and the users
make interaction and storytelling with smart exhibits (Vassilakis et al., 2018).

This form for CHH presentation makes the educational activity interesting for new
categories of visitors, especially children and youth. Representatives of the elder gen-
eration also note that personal active participation in the selection of information for
visualization makes the visit to the museum more interesting and attracting. Basically,
each visitor concentrates more on the subjects of study and less on the search function
for source information.

Research (and knowledge enriching) A CHH researcher needs many basic informa-
tion facts to create a fused picture from them and to interpret the value of this pic-
ture (Korzun et al., 2017). The initial information corpus is large, and the search cannot
be done manually. In the transmission above, an information fragment is found. In the
research, information fragments having potential knowledge are needed. The particular
knowledge is created by an expert and enriches the museum collection.

The search uses the multitude of context relations between exhibits. Each individual
exhibit has fragmentary information. The whole picture of a studied CHH phenomenon
can be created when the relationship between individual facts is detected. Then new
hypotheses can be built and grounded conclusions are drawn.

2.2 Museum Digitalization

A lot of efforts have been made already in museum digitalization and the consequent
service-oriented assistance of museum visitors and personnel. Museum databases store
the information part of the collection to track all knowledge related to and about the
CHH objects (exhibits) and to ensure the long-term safety and sustainability of those
objects within the museum’s care. The basic function is an electronic archive (cata-
logue) administered by museum personnel. The semantics are not reflected explicitly in
the information collections. No explicit intelligence in searching and processing the col-
lected descriptions is provided to museum visitors (at most they can straightforwardly
browse the content). Its extensions lead to “smart services”, emphasizing a certain in-
telligence level in service construction and delivery.

In the early 1980s, the International Council of Museums (ICOM) stated the neces-
sity of information technologies in museum activities. The Council created a specialized
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unit—the International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC), which included repre-
sentatives of international organizations and individual scientists professionally work-
ing with the problems of museum informatics. In particular, the Committee developed
the ontological approach to semantic interoperability of CHH metadata (Doerr, 2003).

The recent ICT progress (including Internet of Things, IoT) supports develop-
ment of on-site personalized services for museum visitors. A visitor has a per-
sonal mobile device (e.g., smartphone) accessing relevant information about sur-
rounding exhibits and in a personalized and cognitive way (Amato et al., 2017).
The information flow goes from digital cultural heritage to visitors. SMARTMU-
SEUM system (Ruotsalo et al., 2013) provides explanatory description and multi-
media content associated with individual objects. A museum exhibition can tell a
story (Vassilakis et al., 2018). Objects for a visitor to study can be recommended based
on the user profile and context information. Additional content about an object can be
retrieved from the Web. The on-site visit boundaries of CHH experience at the museum
can be extended to assist the visitors during pre-visit planning and to follow up with
post visit memories and reflections (Kuflik et al., 2015).

Modern ICT makes it relatively cheap and easy to “personalize” products and ser-
vices for each individual user, or to use “mass personalization” to create the illusion
of individual attention. This trend appears in the three areas appropriate for museums:
creating personalized products, filtering personalized content, and creating personal-
ized experiences. The audience of the future (formed by the wider market) can expect
that the products, communications, and experience of museums will be adapted to their
interests and needs. People accustom to personalized services from both government
agencies and commercial companies4.

The richness of museum activity forms accelerates the visitor to independently de-
velop own familiarization with the artifacts, i.e., “finding” those objects that satisfy
her/his interest. Personalized access to collections, alerts, agendas, travel offers, and
audio guides are just a few examples of the various applications already developed
by museums around the world e.g., see (Bowen & Filippini-Fantoni, 2004). The first
examples of web-oriented personalization in the museum context were started in the
late 1990s. For instance, the SAGRES system (Moraes et al., 1999) is an educational
environment that presents the museum’s content adapted to the users characteristics
(capacities and preferences). Based on information provided directly by the user or by
the teacher (for students), the system determines the group of links appropriate to the
user(s) and presents them in a personalized web page.

Museum information services support people to be involved into the process, e.g.,
using feedback when visitors leave posts on exhibits (to read by other visitors) or evalu-
ate exhibits (collaborative activity). IoT-enabled location-based services make possible
shortening the information distance between objects in cultural spaces and their visi-
tors (Chianese et al., 2015). Physical or virtual CHH objects can interact with people,
environment, other objects, and transmitting the related information to users through
multimedia facilities. Services become oriented to personalized recommendations when

4 See blog discussion “It’s Personal: one size does not fit all” at https://www.aam-
us.org/2015/05/01/its-personal-one-size-does-not-fit-all/ by Elizabeth Merritt, American Al-
liance of Museums, posted on May 1, 2015
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the system captures the event the visitor studies a CHH object. A set of “close” objects
can be selected, ranked, and arranged to be provided to the visitor for subsequent study.

Visitors are rich sources of new information about CHH objects, which is captured
using annotations (Alzahrani et al., 2014). An added annotation enhances digital object
memory, when the object stores data about itself and links other objects (Torre, 2013).
In a museum environment, object memory can store information about the provenance
of the artifact, about its history, and the flow of comments generated by visitors while
interacting with the artifact.

3 Information Services

Smart museum extends the information archive function. The extension is supported
with Internet-based services, acting as effective providers of CHH information. Mobile
multimedia, ambient intelligence, machine vision, augmented reality, and other IoT-
related technologies lead to advanced museum information services for effective CHH
preservation, transmission, and research.

3.1 Smart Museum Services

Our vision on the ICT use in a smart museum considers the following services that
provide visitors or personnel with information for assisting their activity.

Smart navigation The museum visitors are notified (e.g., smarthones) about the re-
cent situation in exhibition rooms (e.g., occupancy level, absent exhibits, or ongoing
entertainments). The navigation become context-aware and subject to effective and per-
sonalized decision-making, e.g., see (Ruotsalo et al., 2013).

Before visiting a museum, a potential visitor can use the mobile application or web-
site to plan the visit. Inside the museum, a visitor can operate with digital information
using one of the following ways. The first way employs a personal mobile device (own
or rented), which can scan tags or to determine location. The second way is when a vis-
itor can identify herself/himself on each exhibit with a biometric identifier (e.g., finger-
prints, face detection) or a personal label (e.g., radio frequency identification—RFID).
After the exhibition study, the visitor can further develop her/his experience using social
media platforms such as Facebook or Tumblr (Schuster, 2013).

The CHIP project aimed at CHH information personalization based on bridging the
gap between virtual and physical museum experience (Lora et al., 2007). The services
support a museum visitor to create her/his profiles, to record artistic preferences and
related cultural activities, and to use the data to develop personalized tours. The as-
sumption is that a compelling personal experience would motivate more frequent use of
the museum online resources and the museum expositions.

Quality evaluation Visitors and their activity form a rich source for qualitative ana-
lytics on the museum expositions (e.g., most visited rooms, high-interest exhibits and
information, or popular routes). The museum monitors its own function and evaluate its
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efficiency, so adapting and personalizing the service provision to the user’s needs, e.g.,
see (Lepouras et al., 2015).

Dallas Museum of Art received a grant to support new technology for audience en-
gagement initiatives5. The project participants— The Denver Art Museum (DAM), Los
Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), and Minneapolis Institute of Arts (MIA)—
represent diverse models of membership and admission common to major U.S. art mu-
seums, with both fee-based and free programs. Each museum exists in a large metropoli-
tan region, has encyclopedic collections of art, and devotes significant resources to ed-
ucation programs focused on audience engagement. They will improve the system for
compiling and analyzing data on visitor participation and document critical factors that
have an impact on audience engagement at museums. The information is collected and
analyzed on the strengths and weaknesses of museum programming and the degree to
which audiences are connecting and engaging with an institution.

Multimodal interface Information provision is augmented using context and multime-
dia (e.g., visualization of interesting facts on a nearby screen, exhibit self-storytelling,
or 3D modeling). That is, the transmission efficiency of preserved CHH knowledge to
the visitor can be increased to the level similar to the personal assistance by an expert,
e.g., see (Vassilakis et al., 2018).

The VilVite science center (Bergen, Norway) now invites visitors to personalize
their experiences (Schuster, 2013). Visitors can use an RFID card to register, get a
unique visitor ID, initiate experiments, and retrieve the experience on the VilVite web-
site after the visit. The information is also available on terminals in the exhibition area.
Video clips, pictures, and other data generated by the visitor are thus available after the
visit for educational purposes or for sharing on social media.

Collective intelligence Involving visitors to CHH preservation within their museum
activity (e.g., impression sharing, gamification, or collaborative estimates). The mu-
seum collection is enriched by information provided by visitors themselves, including
knowledge created collaboratively. This property of social networks extends the mu-
seum to a cyber-physical-socio system, e.g., see (Amato et al., 2017).

University of Geneva developed a semantic digital library system6 for storing and
interconnecting urban models and resources. Each model is semantically described by
linking it to the concepts it deals with. The digital library also stores interconnection
resources that indicate how to interconnect two models. The library is equipped with a
web interface through which the users import models and resources, search and com-
pare them, build and store interconnection resources. The usability and usefulness of
the system are demonstrated by using it to assemble a 3D visualization tool that dis-
plays (within a 3D city model) results obtained from other models, such as air quality,
transport, or energy consumption.

5 See https://www.dma.org/press-release/dallas-museum-art-receives-institute-museum-and-
library-services-grant

6 See http://www.unige.ch/icle/Recherche/SEMDl en.html
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Fig. 1. Concept view on a smart museum system

Collective intelligence is also associated with the refinement and expansion of in-
formation in the Internet by improving the work with tags. An example is MOAT tool7

(Meaning of a Tag) that provides a Semantic Web framework to publish semantically-
annotated content from free-tagging. MOAT provides a way for users to define mean-
ing(s) of their tag(s) using URIs of Semantic Web resources (such as URIs from DB-
pedia, GeoNames and many other knowledge bases), and then annotate content with
those URIs rather than free-text tags. This approach can be used in a museum for exper-
tise and analysis of the information added by users and its inclusion decision into the
existing museum collection.

3.2 Semantic Integration

The need of semantic integration of available CHH knowledge for creating smart
museum information services has been already understood (Smirnov et al., 2012),
(Mouromtsev et al., 2015). It supports creating new exhibitions, working with visitors
on a personal or mini-group level, contributing to the realization of their expectations.

A mediation layer is introduced for semantic integration where knowledge is de-
rived based on a distributed set of multiple data sources, including such services
as DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009) and other services for semantic publishing, enrich-
ment, search, and visualization (Mouromtsev et al., 2015), (Simou et al., 2017). We ap-
ply the semantic network model for integration of digital CHH content (Kalus, 2007),
(Korzun et al., 2017), (Petrina et al., 2017).

Our concept view on a smart museum system is shown in Fig. 1. The example ser-
vices Visit service, Enrichment service, and Exhibition service will be described further
in Section 5. The following components are included.

7 See https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/MOAT
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1. Ontological model for structural representation of collected CHH exhibits as well
as their various descriptions and relations with other objects (on top of MIS).

2. The wiki system to transform the semantics from the collected records to the se-
mantic network using experts and the ontological model.

3. The smart spaces approach for cooperative constructing and maintaining the se-
mantic network by many dynamic participants.

4. Semantic algorithms for data mining in the constructed semantic network to take
into account existing relations between collected exhibits and other CHH objects

In the considered case, an information service provides a search extend of the mu-
seum collection. The service aims at finding several the most appropriate information
facts for a given problem. This property is close to the k-optimization approach (when
several top solutions are used). To mention as examples, some particular semantic prop-
erties of such services are as follows.

– Semantic clustering: a set of thematically related objects.
– Semantic filtering: most appropriate descriptions for a given object.
– Semantic neighborhood: closely related objects for a given object.

The properties can be achieved based on certain information arrangements, when
the order describes the relevance of information fragment. Mathematically, this way
of data mining can be implemented using ranking models. Arranged information is
provided with numerical rank values. Objects with similar ranks can be considered as
forming a cluster. Highest-rank objects are selected in filtering. For a given objects, its
rank-based neighborhood includes the objects having similar rank value.

4 Semantic Data Mining

A semantic network is created on top of the museum collection—descriptions from
the various information sources (Korzun et al., 2017). Formally, a semantic network is
a directed graph G = (V,L) consisting of nodes (vertices set V ) representing domain
objects and links (edges set L) representing semantic relations. The nodes correspond
to physical exhibits (digitally virtualized) and digital exhibits (e.g., electronic photos,
scanned documents), associated events, persons, and other CHH objects. The links in L
reflect interrelation of the objects.

4.1 Semantic Network

The ontological model for the semantic network is defined by ontology O. First, O
describes a system of concepts {Ci}ni=1 (ontology classes) such that any particular node
v ∈ V (ontology class object, instance or individual) belongs to one or more concepts.
Second, O describes the interlinking structure for L, i.e., between which concepts a
relation can be and possible types of such relations. The links represent the primary
semantics. Third, O describes attributes that v ∈ V and l ∈ L may have to reflect
additional semantics (e.g., keywords).

Semantic network construction is implemented as a collective pro-
cess (Petrina et al., 2017). On the one hand, many nodes v are straightforwardly
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derived from existing museum records (e.g., collected in the museum information
system) or correspond to descriptions available in various open sources (e.g., web
pages or photos in the Internet). On the other hand, for nodes v ∈ V the expert defines
semantic relations (i.e., links l ∈ L) and their attributes.

An information service needs to find k > 0 the most appropriate information facts.
A fact can be a node v ∈ V , a link l ∈ L, or a connected graph structure s in G (e.g.,
a path from u to v can have CHH-valued interpretation for some u, v ∈ V ). This data
mining can be reduced to the ranking problem when rank values rv ≥ 0 or rl ≥ 0
are associated with nodes or links. The higher rank the better is appropriateness of the
information. The rank of a connected graph structure is calculated based on ranks of the
composed nodes and links.

4.2 Ranking Models

We consider the following three classes of ranking methods (Petrina et al., 2017): 1) lo-
cal ranking, 2) collaborative filtering, 3) structural ranking.

Local ranking Two or more objects are analyzed for similarity based on their content
and overlapping of this content. In this case, the rank is computed in respect to some
fixed node u ∈ V and reflects distance of other nodes from u:

rv(u) = 1/ρ(u, v).

For instance, if u and v have sets Ku and Kv of annotating keywords then the rank
reflects the size of overlapping |Ku ∩ Kv|, i.e., the larger the number of shared key-
words the higher is the similarity. In particular, if u is the recent exhibit that the visitor
studies then the information service can provide the highest rank nodes v1, . . . , vk as
recommendation for the subsequent study.

Collaborative filtering: This ranking model assumes that many users generate opin-
ions about each CHH object. The opinions are transformed to some community based
score r∗v (normalized 0 ≤ r∗v ≤ 1). Then the scores can be combined with other ranking
requirements. For instance,

rv = αr∗v + (1− α)
(
1− dv

maxw∈W dw

)
,

where W ⊂ V is nodes of potential interest for the visitor, dw > 0 is a physical
reachability metric for node w, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a tradeoff parameter between community
scores and reachability.

In particular, if W is a set of points of interest for the visitor and dw is the time for
the visitor to reach w from the current location then the information service can provide
the highest rank nodes v1, . . . , vk as recommendation for the next object to study.
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Structural ranking This ranking model utilizes the connectivity properties of the se-
mantic network G, similarly as it happens in the well-known PageRank algorithm for
network analysis. For instance, node ranks ru for all u ∈ V can be computed iteratively
starting from some initial values r(0)u :

r(i+1)
u = α

∑
l=(u,v)∈L

pvur
(i)
v + (1− α)πu ,

where pvu is weight of the link l = (u, v), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the damping factor denoting
the probability of following the connectivity structure of G, and π is a jump probability
vector for all u ∈ V .

In particular, if pvu are relative weight of CHH role of v to u then the information
service can provide the highest rank nodes v1, . . . , vk as recommendation for the most
CHH-valued nodes to study.

5 Case Study

The History Museum of Petrozavodsk State University (PetrSU) is a typical small mu-
seum oriented to everyday life history (Korzun et al., 2017). Although the museum ex-
hibition room is space-restricted the multimedia equipment enables effective visualiza-
tion of information associated with exhibits, see Figs. 2 and 3.

More than 10 digital displays of various sizes with changing images of photographs,
documents, newspaper articles from different eras of more than 75-year PetrSU history.
Transformable table makes it easy to change the Museum space, making it comfortable
for different forms of collaborative work activities. Some displays show video and au-
dio interviews with the teachers of the University in different years. Exhibits presented
on windows show everyday life history of teachers, researchers, and students. Some ex-
hibits, despite their advanced age, can be experienced directly in the room. Old movies
about PetrSU life in the 1970s and 1980s provide the necessary cultural and historical
atmosphere.

Let us consider the three particular information services that we developed for pilot
use in this museum. Visual design and user interface details of the presented smart
museum information services were demonstrated in (Petrina et al., 2017). The generic
role of the considered smart museum services is summarized in Table 1 (see also our
concept view in Fig. 1 above).

Visit service The service constructs a personalized exposition of recommended ex-
hibits for a visitor to study. Such a recommendation is a small set of selected objects
from the presented ones in the museum exhibition room. This set VU is constructed
from the available knowledge such that the set represents the most interesting facts for
the particular visitor u or their group U . This way, a visit program is constructed for
a museum visitor before the visit. The service is also responsible for program adapta-
tion during the visit depending on the preferences of the visitor and on the dynamically
changing situation.
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Fig. 2. History Museum of PetrSU: View on the exhibition room

Fig. 3. Example digital content to augment observable exhibits

The Museum is a point from which the guest often starts introduction with PetrSU.
According to psychologists, the memorization of new information occurs when the
knowledge is associated with the existing one. The service discovers facts in the bi-
ography of Museum visitors and intersects them with facts from the University history
or with persons who worked (working) in PetrSU. The educational function becomes
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Table 1. The role of smart services in respect to museum collection

Service
Form

Visit service Exhibition service Enrichment service

Preservation Global scale structure Local scale structure Community-based
collection

Transmission Thematic navigation in
CHH knowledge
collection

Personalized navigation
in semantic neighborhood
for given exhibit

Involving the community
to the activity

Research Structured global view
on CHH knowledge
collection

Focused local view on
given fact within its
neighborhood

Community resources
utilization and knowledge
analysis

more effective, making an almost personal approach to each visitor and improving the
whole PetrSU image.

For the service delivery we developed a mobile application (for Android smart-
phones). Typical users are university graduates and lecturers, i.e., those who were or
are direct participants of university life events. The user can provide such personalized
information as sex, age, period of university study, hobby and interests, etc. Based on
this information, the most appropriate exhibits are selected to recommend a personal-
ized visit program. For instance, if the museum visitor is a student from Institute of
Mathematics and Information Technology, then exhibits related to the mathematical
education in PetrSU have higher rank.

Visit service uses exhibit ranks based on local ranking (although other ranking mod-
els can be applied as well). In particular, rv = 1/ρ(U, v), where the distance ρ(U, v)
shows semantic similarity of users U to the exhibit v ∈ V . The CHH interests of the
user are included into the user profile and can be represented in the node u ∈ U in G.
Objects in VU can be ordered into the visit program (i.e., implementing smart navi-
gation), which is in turn visualized on the public screen in the museum room or on
personal mobile devices of the users (i.e., implementing multimodal interface).

Exhibition service The service shows selected descriptions and visual information
about the studied exhibits on exhibition touch screens or on personal mobile devices of
the visitors. In fact, the service creates a kind of virtualization when a physical exhibi-
tion is augmented with digital representation (i.e., implementing multimodal interface).
As in Visit service, Exhibition service acts as a recommender since the screens show
the recommended (most interesting) facts derived from the available CHH knowledge
for the current context and situation.

Therefore, in a small room many studies can be implemented that use the wide and
diverse museum collection. The service makes the Museum space more interesting. It
attracts the most numerous group of museum visitors—young people. The widespread
use of gadgets and effective extraction of information allow the student to use the ser-
vices to find information important for her/his study.

In particular, the History Museum of PetrSU collects many various award diplomas,
cups of student sport achievements, and other awards. There is no sense to represent
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all of them physically in the exhibition room. Nevertheless, getting acquainted with
the sports life of the University, in addition to the installed exhibits (such as photos,
newspaper clippings), the visitor uses the exhibition service to analyze the information
not presented in the exhibition room. The service supports answering certain typical
questions, e.g., about the time of the appearance of the sport at the University, about the
coach, or about the degree of popularity.

For this kind of recommendations, local ranking can be used. In particular, rv =
1/ρ(u, v), where the distance ρ(u, v) shows the relation level of information fact v to
the recently studied exhibit or fact u (for u, v ∈ V ). The recommendation assistance is
online (i.e., implementing smart navigation). An effective visualization can employ the
star graph model, where the internal node u has a small set of rays (leaves) to show the
recommended facts and their interest level (rank).

Enrichment service The service supports modification (evolution) of the semantic net-
work by museum personnel and visitors (i.e., implementing collective intelligence). A
museum visitor can enrich descriptions of studied exhibits (e.g., adding annotations).
A personal mobile device (e.g., smartphone) becomes a primary access tool for this
service. First, annotation is useful when the visitor adds descriptions about an object
(e.g., facts from an eyewitness of the event), which is particularly important in every-
day life history. Second, visitors can make the routine work on establishing known
history-valued relations between objects. The visitor adds some relation (together with
its description), and museum personnel moderate the correctness and value.

The museum collection is for modern history, preserving the events of the recent
past and being constantly updated with modern exhibits. The collection often provokes
visitors’ own memories of the University life. The service captures these memories
and turns them into exhibits. Museum collection has many exhibits for which infor-
mation needs clarification: the date of creation of photos are sometimes specified ap-
proximately, in group photos are only individual persons. There are many exhibits the
purpose and work of which is not always fully understood. In particular, old devices and
mechanisms that were used in the educational process and now lost their importance.
The service supports collecting this clarification information from visitors and experts.

In the case of university life history, the role of visitors as potential sources of new
information is essential. Such visitors are direct participants of the events for describing
which the exhibits are collected. Indeed, the verification problem of provided informa-
tion is open. The museum personnel must provide expertise to determine the value of
the provided information and to make decision on inclusion to the museum collection.

This service can use ranking for quality evaluation. In particular, let the initial se-
mantic network G have ranks structure RG = {rG}. After community-based enrich-
ment, the new semantic network is G∗ has another ranks structure RG∗ = {rG∗}.
Analysis of the difference between RG and RG∗ supports quantitative evaluation of the
added value to the CHH knowledge the museum collects.
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6 Conclusion

This paper presented our view on smart museum information services in respect to their
role for assisting cultural and historical heritage activity of both museum visitors and
personnel. We reviewed the smart museum concept based on the recent progress in
ICT. We presented the basic forms of such services applicable for CHH activity within
a smart museum. Our service development is based on applying the semantic network
model for integrating heterogeneous CHH knowledge. Data mining in a semantic net-
work is reduced to the ranking problem, which in turn is used for constructing the
services. The applicability and effectiveness is discussed based on the case study of the
History Museum of PetrSU, where the proposed services are developed for the CHH
preservation, transmission, and research needs.
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